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ABSTRACT 

The repulsion paralileters in the formulation by the authors ( J .  Phys. Chettt. Solids, 1976,37, 
395; Ctirr. Sci., 1976, 45, 357) for the alkali and the halogen ions have bee11 refined using more 
experitilental data. These parameters could be used to calculate the repulsion potential in any cryztal 
of any structure in which these ions may occur. The r.m.s. error in the alkali halides between the 
measurea and calculated values of the nearest neighbour distance is 0.712% and that in d'W Idr' 
is 7.40%. The corresponding values in the theory of Tosi and Fumi ( J .  Phys. Clterrt. Solids, i961, 
25,45) are 1.381"/, and 6.06%. Our earlier claim that our values were much better than Tosi ar.a 
Funli arose out of a coniputational error and is her'ce retracted here. Our present repulsion par;i- 
~iletcrs indicate that the alkalt ions are (as is to be expected) much less coniprcssiblc conlp;t~eu to t l ~ c  
halogen ions. 

ECEN'TLY we proposed a new approach lo 
repulsion in ionic crystalsl-3 b a s 4  on thc 

following three postulates : 
( u )  A specific coni~pression mergy is u w i a t e d  

with each ion and the repulsion between ions 
arises solely from the resistance of the ions to 
compression. 

( b )  The compression energy function of an ion 
is independent of the mighbouring ions that com- 
prais it. 

(c) The compression energy of an ion is direcdy 
proporiional to the number d nearest neighbouro. 

In the present formulation of repulsion, the 
compression energy functi,on of an ion that has 
been deterrnincd in one crystal in one structurz, 
can be used for that ion in any other crystal (of 
;my other structure) in which it occurs. This lends 
predictive )power to m ~ r  approach, in contrast to 
unrlier approaclies to repitlsion which require the 
refinement d new parameters in each new crystal. 

For the compression energy of the ion, thc 
spcific cxl~oncntial form ( ~ ~ - 1 I p )  was cho:en 
arbitrarily", where r is the radius of the ion and 
A iuui P arc repulsion parameters to be refined for 
each ion. In this form, 18 parameters are enough 
to  describe 'all the 20 alkali h;~lides in all their 
structural mo(tiAcations and over a range of 
pressures. In contrast, the widely accepted 
repulsion potentials of Tosi and " Fumi4 requirz 
27 parameters to  describe just the atmospheric 
pressure behaviour of 17 alkali halides (they omit 
CsCI. CsBr and CsI). 

The refinemcni oP the repulsion parameters 
A yld p for the alkali and the halogen ions using 
the data m the alkali halides iqvolves the. simul- 
taneous optimization of a large numbcr of 
strowly correlnted parameters. The parameters 
presented wlier'ns were obtined using a graphical 
method. Although the refinenlent there was not 

complete, those parameters are sufliciently accurate 
for the calculation of repulsion pote~ltinls. ' Further 
refinement was, however, undertaken because of 
clur interest in the correlations u ~ l o ~ i g  the repulsion 
parameters of different ions. In addition to  the 
experimental data used earlier" new,high pressure 
data5.u on LiF and NaF were also included. We 
shall not discuss here the actual proceditm followed 
for the refinement except to niention thnt the 
computations were quite tedious and the convergence 
very slow. 

Table I lisos the repulsion parameters obtained 
for the alkali and the halogen ions. The values 
of A and p given in papers (2)  and (3) are nO\V 

t o ,  be replaced by the values given here. Tho . 
r.m.s. error, for all the alkali h:~lides, between the 
measurcd values of r, the neared neighbour 
distance, and the values calculated with the repul- 
,sion pparanleters of Table I, is 0.712!:6. The r.rn.s. 

TAULE 1 
Repulsion parumrters for rlre crlliuli carrl tlrr holuqetr iurrr 

Ion 

Li+ 
Na+ 
K+ 
R b' 
Cs+ 

F- 
CI- 
Br- 
I- 

A (erg) 
-- 

0.1544 :: lo-' 
0.1211 z lo-' 
0.5600 x lo-' 
0.3980 x 
0.5604 X lo-' 

0.7506 x lo-'' 
0.2958 X lo-" 
0.3774 x lo-$ 
0.4107 X lo-'' 

error in &W,,/dP, which depends on the bulk 
modulus, is 7.40%. 'Rhe corresponding r.as.  
errocs in the values predicted by tho potentials of 
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TABLE I1 
Ionic radii (it1 Angstroms) in the alkali halides at attnoyheric pressure 

CI- F- I '31- 1- i 

- ~ ---- 
Rb' 1.563 1.598 1.610 1.611 

1.255 1.693 1,851 2.025 

Tozi :ind Fumii arc 1.3817; for r. and 6.0696 for 
d:wL/'ir2. ' 

In earlier paperss-c clainleJ that the r.m.s. 
fit in r and tl'W,/drr obt:~ined with our potentials 
is buperior tp that obtained with the potentials 
oC. Tosi and Fumi-1. This claim is not correct since 
the r.m.s, errors (for the potentials of Tosi and: 
Fumi)  1.435% and 15.4096 quoted there arose 
from a computationd error. The present compari- 
son indicates that the fit in the two theories arc 
of the same order. However, the advantages of 
the present formulation mentioned at the beginning 
of this pliper are still valid. 

The repulsion parameters listed in Table I arc 
different from those listed in references 2 and 3. 
However, the ionic radii (listed in Table 11) 
predicted by the new set d parameters are not 
significantly different: During the refinement, the 
radii of the ions remained almost the same while 
thc c;ornpl.c.,>sibility of thc ions, which is 
qualit;~tivcly nleasured by the parameter p, varied 
considerably. The essential difference of the 
present set af repulsion parameters from the 
earlier set":l is that the alkali ions are much harder 
and the halogen iom mt~ch softer tktn predicted by 
the , ezrlicr panmeters. 

\ ,. . . , . I  
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A, a aonsequencc, the prcxiIL rcpulbio~l para- 
meters indicate that the ;iILali ion, ;trc nmucl~ less 
colnpmssible thm~ Ihc haloyc~l ion>. Fur inskmce, 
calculations show that in C>I, I I C ~ H C ' C I I  0 and 4 0  
kbars, the r;~dius of Cs+ ilcc~.c.:~ns,, by 0.062 A 
while the radius of I' dccrs:i>c:, by 0.159 A. In 
LiF, between U u ~ d  I50 kb;irs, the rlulius d Li+ 
decreases by only 0.017A whilc thc radiua of F'  
decreases by only 0-017 A while the rndius of 12- 
consistent with the relatively larye poluizllbilitirs 
of the halogen ions. The compre~sibililies of ions 
will be discussed in borne det;~il in a later corn- . 
munication. 
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